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Oncology 2020 Organizing Committee cordially invites all the
delegates for the 15th Global Summit on Oncology and Cancer
scheduled in the month of June 8-9, 2020 at London, U.K.
The Motif of this Conference is Ray of Hope on Bridging
Cancer Research and Treatment which will bring more
insights into the era of Oncology
We are overwhelmed by welcoming you to share your valuable
time in our Oncology 2020 Conference which focuses on nextgeneration cancer treatment and to make the world a better
place to live in.
In keeping the tradition of previous conference, it will be
centred on all the aspects of Oncology in different sessions such
as Cancer Biology, Oncology Causes and Diagnosis, Preventive
and Translational Oncology, Medical and Radiation Oncology,
Biomarkers, Lung Cancer, Breast Cancer, Stem cell treatment,
Regenerative medicine, Immuno-oncology, Cancer mutagenesis
and Clinical trials in Oncology which will provide an
unmatched experience for all the attendees.
Earlier, the 14th Global Summit on Oncology and Cancer was
successfully held at London on March 18-19, 2019 had waived
a platform for several oncology experts, directors, professors
and research fellows to exchange and their experience and
research in the field of Oncology and Cancer.
Some of the notable speakers who had enlightened the
attendees of the conference are
Stanley P L Leong | California Pacific Medical Center and
Research Institute | USA
Raghu Pandurangi | Sci-Engi-Medco Solutions | USA
Stefan Glueck | Celgene Corporation | USA
Raghavan Rajagopalan | Daya Drug Discoveries | USA
Jan Jacques Michiels | Goodheart Institute | The Netherlands
Claude Prigent | Université de Rennes | France
Jan Jacques Michiels | Goodheart Institute | The Netherlands
Elena Drozdova | Samara State Medical University | Russia
Kazuko Tatsumura | Gaia Holistic Health | USA.

of the cancer drug market also on the other hand adverse effects
of cancer drugs and high cost related with the cancer drug stand
as a major factors which hinder the growth of the market. Hence
the main target of the conference is to accelerate the medicine
analysis field and to market international scientific relations.
London Oncology Conference aids the gathering of many
leading researchers to share the recent advanced ideas by
discussing innovative analysis and exchange ideas around the
impact of market dynamics and new technologies for current and
future advantages of the world.
Participants of U.K Oncology Conference will be engaged in
high-level discussions that facilitate interactions among the
research community and discuss the newest developments
during this highly advancing field.
Besides having a dazzling conference, you shall also adore
fantastic thing about this beautiful town Frankfurt because it
stands as a home to several cultural and historical attractions,
which includes Romerberg, The Museum District,
St.Bartholomew’s Cathedral, The Palm Garden, Senckenberg
Natural History Museum and many more.
Be a part of this grand event by soliciting your precious time by
enrolling yourself through submitting your abstract and register
to the conference
Previous Conference Photos - http://oncologysummit.alliedacademies.com/2019/images
Conference Contact:
David Thomas
Program Manager | Oncology 2020
Whatsapp: +441258650017
Email:oncology@tumorconferences.com/oncology@alliedgathe
r.com

With the remarkable responses got for our previous conference,
we are boosted to host our Fifteenth series of Oncology that is
aimed at providing a stage for the members to exchange
thoughts and views on medicine and cancer. This would a
prestigious chance to draw in with the worldwide group of
experts endeavouring to battle against tumours and to achieve
remarkable success in the field of "Oncology".
Cancer includes a widespread prevalence worldwide, which
stands as a primary issue for the demand for cancer drugs. The
upswing in cancer research, increase in the senescent
population worldwide and hike in the collaborations between
the pharmaceutical firms stand as a key factors for the growth
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